NOTE:
OVERALL SHIPPING DIMENSION: 3'-11" L X 2'-10" W X 5'-2" H

ITEM   SIZE              SUGGESTED FUNCTION
1       2"                SPARE
2       2"                FILL
3       1/2"             DRAIN FOR SPILLBOX
4       7 GAL.           SPILLBOX, DWG.SBB002*
5       2"                PRIMARY TANK WORKING VENT
6       2"                MECHANICAL GAUGE/SPARE
7       4"                PRIMARY TANK EMERGENCY VENT
8       SMALL             LIFTING LUG
9       4"                SECONDARY CONTAINMENT EMERGENCY VENT
10      2"                SECONDARY MONITOR PORT
11      2"                SECONDARY WORKING VENT

TANK SPECIFICATIONS
VENTING CAPACITY: PRIMARY TANK - 31,600 CUBIC FEET PER HOUR
SECONDARY TANK - 63,200 CUBIC FEET PER HOUR
MATERIAL: PRIMARY TANK - 10 GA.
SECONDARY TANK - 10 GA.

PRODUCT CODE  GALLONS  DESCRIPTION                              OVERALL SIZE       SHIP WT.
LCAA1225DS001  225     UL-142 DOUBLE WALL LUBE CUBE TANK W/SPILLBOX  3'-11" L X 2'-10" W X 4'-1" H 825 LBS.
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